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In this chapter you will find the following tools:

In this chapter you will find the following tool:

GENDER AND INCLUSION IN THE MANAGEMENT OF MICRO, 
SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (MSMES)
Making the organisation, its internal policies, projects, processes and 
initiatives more diverse.

PREFACE
With a view to activate the network of community based businesses so they 
benefit from opportunities in international markets, the Negócios pela Terra 
(Businesses for the Earth) movement and Conexsus created the Trilhas para 
Exportação (Pathways to Exportation) program in September 2021. It is an 
initiative developed in conjunction with the Partnerships for Forests program 
(P4F) and the UK-Brazil Trade Facilitation Program (BTFP), with support from the 
British Government. The P4F program is run by Palladium and Systemiq, and 
BTFP by Palladium.

The objective of Trilhas para Exportação is to unlock pathways for the 
exportation of Brazilian socio-biodiverse products by small and medium-sized, 
community-based businesses, of different levels of maturity and from different 
production chains.

This publication is the result of activities developed by the program and the 
coming together of exportation and the issue of gender and social inclusion 
(GESI). It condenses, in a practical way, reflections on the diversification of 
communication to reach different audiences as well as the insertion of a gender 
and inclusion perspective in the management of small and medium-sized 
businesses. In addition, the potential for synergy between exportation and 
diversity to strengthen commercial exportation strategy is explored.

Based on these reflections, this publication aims to support micro, small and 
medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) and their initiatives in developing good 
gender, diversity and inclusion practices, a global trend that is increasingly 
present among companies and investors. In this guide, we cover three aspects of 
this topic within businesses:

Gender and Inclusion Analysis 

Aim: Support for due diligence processes, data collection from suppliers 
and strategic partners.

GENDER AND INCLUSION IN EXPORTATION IN MSMEs
Establishing commercial relationships that promote social inclusion.

Gender and Inclusion Canvas

Aim: Diagnosis and prioritisation of activities for the design of an action 
plan, as well as support for structuring positive impact reporting.

Demographics Analysis

Aim: Consolidation and analysis of data related to internal 
demographics.

Export and Import Canvas

 Aim: Guidance on the main points for exportation.
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GENDER AND INCLUSION IN CONTENT PRODUCTION
Producing materials that consider human diversity and speak the language 
of their target audiences.

This Guide can be read in parts, jumping between chapters; or in its 
entirety, allowing companies and initiatives to delve deeper into the 
subject matter and use of the tools. 

Let’s dive in! 

In this chapter you will find the following tools:

Stock Images

Aim: Make a library of images available.

Content Suggestions

Aim: Provide more on the subject.
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INTRODUCTION Diversity and inclusion are increasingly present in society, which enable us to 
reflect and act on historical inequalities and find ways to change the present 
to build a more just and egalitarian world in the future. After all, tomorrow is 
formed by the actions we take today.
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There is an important relationship between biodiversity, the diversity of life 
on Earth, and social diversity (the variety of existing cultures and peoples). 

In these areas, there is a slower decline in biodiversity, but it has been 
accelerating in recent years. These communities are directly and negatively 
impacted by the loss of biodiversity, which results in scarcity or loss of 
livelihoods and consequently a decline in local well-being.

More than 1/4 of global 
lands belongs to or is 
occupied by indigenous 
and traditional populations

Of which only 35%  
are formally 
protected by national 
mechanisms1. 

Biodiversity is the basis for the maintenance of ecosystem services, 
responsible for a series of processes fundamental to the maintenance of life, 
such as photosynthesis, pollination and the regulation of hydrological cycles. 
Human society also depends on biodiversity for food, energy, medicines and 
other essential resources for its social and economic development.

Despite such importance, biodiversity is in rapid decline2.  Human impact 
on the environment - which puts pressure on natural systems through 
resource extraction, expansion of agricultural frontiers, mining and 
transport and energy infrastructure - is greater than the planet’s ability to 
regenerate.

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)3, also known as Agenda 2030, 
were established by the United Nations (UN) in 2015. It is a global agenda 
for the construction and implementation of actions to end poverty, protect 
the environment and climate, and ensure that people everywhere can enjoy 
peace and prosperity.

Of the 17 SDGs, two are directly related to the conservation and sustainable 
use of biodiversity:

There are many reasons, coming from different points of view, as to why we 
should increase diversity and inclusion in all areas: 

Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine 
resources for sustainable development.

Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial 
ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat 
desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and 
halt biodiversity loss.

But, in addition to these, the conservation and sustainable use of 
biodiversity, as well as valuing socio-biodiversity, can contribute, across the 
board, to the fulfilment of other goals:

1 INTERGOVERNMENTAL SCIENCE-POLICY PLATFORM ON BIODIVERSITY AND ECOSYSTEM SERVICES (IPBES). 
Report of the Plenary of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 

on the work of its seventh session. Paris, 22 May. 2019. Available at:  
https://ipbes.net/sites/default/files/ipbes-7-10_en.pdf

 2 Extinção de espécies aumenta em escala sem precedentes, alerta relatório do IPBES. Jornal da Unicamp, 2019. 
Available at: https://www.unicamp.br/unicamp/index.php/ju/noticias/2019/05/07/extincao-de-especies-aumenta-

em-escala-sem-precedentes-alerta-relatorio-do

3 Learn more at https://brasil.un.org/pt-br/sdgs

DIVERSITY FROM AN SOCIO- 
ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPECTIVE1.1
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In many countries, the poorest areas are also those that are home to much of 
the native vegetation. Valuing traditional populations is important to fulfil the 
aims of SDG 8. With their knowledge of land use, cultivation techniques and 
animal husbandry, traditional populations engage in economically viable 
forms of production. These methods respect the conservation of natural 
resources and, therefore, must be increased whenever possible.

Sustainable sourcing of biodiversity for different sectors of the economy 
contributes to achieving this goal by building sustainable supply chains 
capable of mitigating supply shortages, cost volatility and human  
rights violations.

The preservation of biodiversity is also an important tool in the necessary 
transition to a low carbon economy. On the one hand, global warming 
negatively impacts the conservation of biodiversity, threatening more 
vulnerable species and ecosystems. So, on the other hand, measures such 
as reducing deforestation, maintaining ecosystems and restoring degraded 
areas are important mechanisms to combat climate change.

Year after year, the IPCC4 (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) has 
been emphasising that global action against climate change needs to be 
urgent and focused on equity and justice5. This is because social inequalities 
change the way people suffer the negative impacts of climate change:

Poorer countries, regions and societies are generally less able to cope with 
the economic costs and health impacts of climate change. Most people 
living in unacceptable conditions of poverty are women.

Research provides evidence that the accumulation of particles from 
pollution affects women more than men.

The routines and jobs culturally established as the responsibility of 
women – for example, collecting water, washing clothes and harvesting 
food – put them in greater contact with insects that transmit diseases 
such as malaria, dengue and chikungunya.

Culturally, women take care of children and sick or older relatives, who tend 
to suffer more from the increase in vector-borne diseases and intense cold 
or heat. This harms the economic productivity of women, who start to move 
away from their productive activities to take care of the family.

Lack of access or unequal access to land, education and, often, lack  
of adequate food makes women more vulnerable to the impacts of  
climate change.

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic 
growth, full and productive employment and decent work 
for all.

Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns.

Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts.

4United Nations body to assess science related to climate change. Find out more at: .  
https://www.ipcc.ch/ 

5Climate change: a threat to human wellbeing and health of the planet. Taking action now can secure our future. IPCC, 
2022. Available at: https://www.ipcc.ch/2022/02/28/pr-wgii-ar6/
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DIVERSITY FROM A HUMAN 
PERSPECTIVE

DIVERSITY FROM A BUSINESS 
PERSPECTIVE1.2 1.3

The Brazilian version of this SDG, adapted to the reality in the country, 
includes not only the issue of gender in its aims but also all its intersections 
such as race, ethnicity, age, disability and nationality, among others. 
An intersection refers to the different characteristics that comprise an 
individual, defining their interactions with the world and other people.

The UN’s SDGs also include two goals that relate directly to gender, equality 
and inclusion issues:

Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls.

Actions to promote diversity, such as guaranteeing opportunities for all and 
eliminating discriminatory practices, are part of the goals that aim to reduce 
inequalities. 

Reduce inequality within and among countries.

In order to make the 2030 Agenda a reality - which, it is worth remembering, 
was established globally in 2015 by the 193 countries that make up the United 
Nations - also depends heavily on the engagement of the private sector.

Many multinationals and large companies have been adopting measures to 
increase diversity in their teams, including selection processes exclusively for 
black people and increasing the presence of women in leadership positions. 
This is, today, a market trend that is already being adopted by MSMEs, NGOs 
and cooperatives.

More than just building a good image of the organisation, the choice of 
greater internal diversity is linked to pragmatic objectives. After all, studies6 
have shown that this brings different ideas, talents, learning opportunities 
and perspectives to the organisation, opening doors to innovation 
and better results. In addition, inclusion and creating environments 
where differences are respected tend to increase team satisfaction and 
productivity.

Even investors in traditional markets, who are often thought of as being 
conservative, are increasingly looking for companies aligned with ESG 
practices (Environmental, Social, and Governance - companies that are 
environmentally responsible, socially fair and with transparent governance). 
The inclusion of diversity contributes to this alignment.

6Diversity Confirmed To Boost Innovation And Financial Results. Forbes, 2020. Available at:

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesinsights/2020/01/15/diversity-confirmed-to-boost-innovation-
and-financial-results/?sh=23e34909c4a6
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When we talk about gender, diversity and inclusion, we are talking 
about: 

Ensuring equal access to opportunities and living conditions 
for men, women and non-binary people.

Increasing the diversity of ethnicity, skin colour, culture, 
ancestral origin and social origin in the work environment and 
in decision-making positions.

Including people with disabilities.

Ending any type of discrimination (gender, color, sexual 
orientation, religion, political position, etc.).

IN SUMMARY

19
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GENDER AND INCLUSION 
IN THE MANAGEMENT OF 
MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM-
SIZED ENTERPRISES (MSMES)

It is a major challenge to go beyond the practices already common in selection 
processes when developing and training an understanding of gender and 
inclusion, not to mention inserting it into business strategy. To do this in a broad 
way - going through market positioning and internal and external activities - 
requires a paradigm shift within the organisation.

A study7 carried out by McKinsey points out that the effort is worth it. 
Managing diversity is an increasingly strategic differential for companies, which 
contributes both to their competitiveness, their results and business longevity. 
AT&T, for example, one of the largest US telecommunications companies, states 
in its annual Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Report that, before acting, it seeks 
to understand the needs and experiences of its various audiences - employees, 
communities, customers and suppliers. The feedback from this is crucial in the 
execution of its operations.

An MSME that wants to include gender and inclusion in its strategy must take a 
critical look at its current internal and external processes and the relationships 
that permeate them. To support this journey, this chapter provides pointers to 
enhance understanding of the subject in addition to presenting practical tools 
for the development of strategies that take this understanding into account.

7 Is there a payoff from top-team diversity? McKinsey & Company, 2012. Available at: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-
functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/is-there-a-payoff-from-top-team-diversity

8 Loud & Clear: AT&T Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Annual Report 2020. AT&T, 2021. Available at:   
https://about.att.com/ecms/dam/pages/Diversity/Annual_Report/ATT-2020-DEI-Annual-Report.pdf
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Below are some important steps and processes for designing, implementing and 
monitoring your gender and inclusion strategy. It is hoped that, with the support 
of the tools developed by Trilhas de Exportação, it is possible to reflect on the 
processes to be implemented so the MSME becomes more inclusive and diverse.

It is worth noting that diversity within companies is a strategic point. Different 
experiences and knowledge within team members can be transformed into 
market differentials for the business. In addition, the company not only positions 
itself better, but also finds assertive solutions when making decisions, with a 
greater chance of positive results.

Like any strategy, its implementation requires short, medium and long-term 
planning. This planning goes beyond policies restricted to the Human Resources 
department, as it brings several areas working together to build a plural team.

The first step in developing a gender and inclusion strategy within the 
management of an MSME is to carry out a self-diagnosis. By doing so, 
it is possible to understand the current stage of the business in relation 
to inclusion, and identify what must be done to move forward. It is 
recommended to carry out periodical self assessment using the Gender and 
Inclusion Canvas.

Based on the diagnosis, carry out structured interviews on the topic with 
different company stakeholders, welcoming any feedback and understanding 
of the main factors to be improved and prioritised.

Based on this feedback, which consolidates the internal and external 
perspectives on the company’s gender and inclusion challenges, the team 
can build a work plan. This plan should organise key activities and actions 
that will transform strategies into practices within the company. A good 
action plan should signal issues such as:

HOW TO START2.1

1.

2.

3.

To be used whenever an MSME evaluates or re-evaluates its gender and inclusion 
strategy. If possible, this should be carried out periodically to keep it relevant.

Support the creation of gender and inclusion strategies aligned with 
the overall strategies of MSMEs.

Encourage reflection on the organisation, internal policies, processes 
and impacts that take into account a view of gender and inclusion and 
to what extent they apply.

Point out ways to develop these strategies and apply them in the 
organisation’s day-to-day activities.

Provide tools that optimise these activities in company practices  
and processes. 

OBJECTIVES OF THIS CHAPTER

WHEN TO USE IT
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4.

5.

6.

This planning must provide goals that are measurable, specific, attainable, 
relevant and time-bound as well as being communicated and understood by 
everyone. By establishing key indicators to monitor the implementation of the 
strategy, the company starts to make decisions based on data, without bias 
and guesswork.

This process will also facilitate data reporting through consolidated 
numbers, broken down by race and gender, for example. This will enable 
consistent strategy reporting, presenting traceable, transparent and 
measurable positive impacts to the market.

To manage the initial indicators and add other key indicators for the 
company, use the Demographics Analysis.

Based on these goals, it is recommended to create a Diversity Committee9, 
composed of people from different areas and profiles. The Committee will be 
responsible for monitoring, managing, adjusting, communicating, answering 
questions and supporting the company in implementing the planning and 
development of its policies for internal members as well as suppliers.

The Gender and Inclusion Analysis can assist in the systematisation of  
data and understanding of suppliers’ alignment with the internal  
policies established by the company. You can also use this analysis for  
self-assessment. 

From time to time, review the strategy and assess which factors can be 
improved and which new actions should be implemented so that the 
business is increasingly diverse and inclusive. Schedule times for listening 
to and getting feedback from internal and external stakeholders to help the 
company constantly evolve.

9 The diversity committee is a group made up of a range of people with the goal of thinking about and 
implementing measures and changes in the company in relation to diversity and inclusion. Find out more:  

https://vaipe.com.br/blog/comite-de-diversidade

WHAT

What is the priority and the steps 
to be taken? 

Example: Have at least 50% 
women in leadership roles.

HOW

How will we do this?

Example of steps: 

Create a diversity committee.

Develop internal policies for 
teams, hiring, remuneration 
and priority audiences.

Implement selection processes 
with affirmative policies for 
priority audiences.

WHEN

What is the deadline for putting 
this into action?

Example:  15/06/2022

WHY

Why should we do this?

Example: The current 
leadership profile is 20% 
women and 80% men.

WHO

Who will be responsible for 
delivering this?

Example: A working group 
made up of persons x, y, z and 
led by w.

HOW MUCH

What investment is needed for 
implementing this?

Example:  R$ 15.000,00
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There is no right order for the use of the three tools which have been created 
to support the development and implementation of your gender and inclusion 
strategy. Therefore, each company should analyse the best tool for its needs. 

Use the Gender and Inclusion Canvas to pinpoint a possible lack of data in 
understanding the reality of diversity in the business. At this point, the team may 
be faced with questions such as: 

How many black and mixed-race people make up our staff? 

What about indigenous people, people with disabilities and LGBTQIA+ people?

How many women occupy leadership positions? 

Is there a salary difference between men and women who occupy similar 
positions?

Are our suppliers led by women, black or mixed-race people?

Realising that there are not enough inputs for the analysis, the team can develop 
a work plan, create goals, objectives and define activities for its priorities. To 
understand if the company already has a diverse workforce or if it is necessary to 
implement affirmative actions for this to happen, you can use the Demographics 
Analysis, specially made for mapping internal demographics.

The Gender and Inclusion Analysis, on the other hand, is a tool more focused on 
collecting data of suppliers, but which can also be self-applied by MSMEs. It can 
be used to map alignment of partners with this issue, to support the decision-
making process in establishing partnerships or as a tool for evaluating the 
company itself.

Developed from hands-on experience during the Trilhas para Exportação 
program, the Gender and Inclusion Canvas is a visual tool that helps companies 
and their teams structure ideas and actions in an efficient, simple and innovative 
way. Its purpose is to support the diagnostic process and guide the development 
or improvement of the organisation’s overall strategy in regards to a gender and 
inclusion perspective.

TOOLS FOR SUPPORT2.2 GENDER AND INCLUSION CANVAS

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD 
THE FULL DOCUMENT 
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The Gender and Inclusion Canvas can be used for:

Diagnosis of the enterprise – By completing the document, companies and 
their teams can get a snapshot of their current situation, understanding 
the consequences of the actions that are already in operation. In addition, 
companies can see the opportunities for implementation or improvement, 
from both internal and external perspectives of the organisation.

Prioritisation of activities for action plan design – From the understanding 
of unaddressed or underexplored shortcomings, it is possible to immediately 
understand which areas need more attention in terms of gender and 
inclusion policies and which can be strengthened. With this knowledge, 
managers will be able to prioritise activities strategically and/or organise 
them into an action plan.

Support for structuring the reporting of positive impacts and diversity 
– The collection and reporting of data on the positive impacts generated 
by the organisation can serve to strengthen commercial and institutional 
storytelling.

There is no established order for completing the Gender and Inclusion Canvas. 
However, we have listed some best practices:

In every field on the canvas there are guiding questions to help you. We 
recommended reading each question, reflecting on how each variable 
manifests within your organisation and answering in the corresponding 
box. A suggestion is to use the spreadsheet itself to take notes or collect the 
team’s ideas on small sticky notes.

We recommended starting from the left, exploring the Organisation 
and Internal Policies fields. After completing these, proceed to Projects, 
Production Processes and end with Impact. This sequence enables, firstly, 
an understanding of whether the organisation has already developed an 
internal perspective of gender and inclusion; and, secondly, evaluation 
of whether this understanding is reflected in the other quadrants of the 
established processes, as well as what the external impacts are.

From this exercise, it is possible to reflect on which points the organisation 
wants to focus on and establish a work plan for. To do so, a good practice is 
to list activities by priority, assign deadlines and elect a person responsible 
for their implementation. In this way, it is possible to monitor progress of the 
process and celebrate each improvement.

To do this, this tool systematises the main factors for strengthening a diversity 
strategy within an MSME:

The organisation

Its internal policies

Its projects and/or processes

Its impacts

AIM

HOW TO USE THE TOOL

1.

2.

3.
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for adding new suppliers, and evaluate them based on the information collected 
with this tool.

This tool can also be self-applied by MSMEs for the sake of consistency. 
Following an internal assessment, the company can recognise if it has the same 
vision internally that it is asking of its suppliers, or if it still needs to take some 
steps towards this vision.

Analysis of the organisation is mapped according to the following variables:

INTERNAL CONTEXT OF THE ORGANISATION - data verification and 
internal practices;

Profile of the leadership

Profile of the members and collaborators

Internal policies

MARKET CONTEXT - understanding of products and services in relation to 
gender, inclusion and fair trade issues;

Product portfolio

Customers

SUPPLIERS - collection of references for a database of experts, partners and 
specialised services that include gender, inclusion and fair trade practices;

Supply chain

MARKET RESEARCH - collection of references for a database of experts, 
partners and specialised services that include gender, inclusion and fair trade 
practices;

Database

GENDER AND INCLUSION ANALYSIS

CLICK HERE TO OPEN THE GENDER 
AND INCLUSION ANALYSIS

The Gender and Inclusion Analysis is a way to collect strategic information on 
gender and inclusion understanding and practices within the company as well 
as with partners and suppliers. Here, we provide two options for the collection 
process: a spreadsheet, which can be sent by email, and a form, which automates 
and simplifies the process and can be easily created using tools such as Google 
Forms or Jotform.

This analysis aims to raise awareness, engage and draw suppliers’ attention to 
new market requirements. In principle, its objective is not to prevent a potential 
partner from being chosen, but in the event of competition and a tie in price 
and quality, this information can be used as a tiebreaker. Recognizing which 
values are important to the company, managers can determine new indicators 
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Before asking suppliers and partners to complete the Gender and Inclusion 
Analysis, it is important for the company to define internal policies that establish 
and formalise its commitment to increasing diversity and reducing inequality. 
These guidelines can be generic or integrated into a specific policy for suppliers 
- this decision will vary depending on the format, size and strategy of the 
organisation.

Having established the internal policy, the company must define its priority issues, 
objectives and deadlines. For example, bring together suppliers and partners 
engaged in promoting equal pay and increasing the diversity of their teams. The 
Gender and Inclusion Analysis can be used to collect information from strategic 
suppliers or companies tendering for opportunities. The suggestion is that the 
answers given are used to understand the alignment of these partners with 
internal policies, contributing to the decision-making process. Subsequently, the 
analysis can also be attached to the partnership agreement.

HOW TO USE THE TOOL

DEMOGRAPHICS ANALYSIS  

CLICK HERE TO OPEN THE 
DEMOGRAPHICS ANALYSIS

The Demographics Analysis summarises information on internal demographics 
that, when integrated into the organisation’s general strategy, enable the 
definition of more assertive actions to promote inclusion and diversity in its 
teams. By noticing, for example, that there is a low percentage of women or black 
people in management positions, the company can set goals, create training 
programs for leaders or specific hiring policies to drive the arrival of more women, 
black and mixed-race people to management positions.

The Gender and Inclusion Analysis can be used as a process for due diligence10  
in order to:

Establish whether a service provider is an organization that values diversity 
and, over and above that, wants to implement practical actions to eliminate 
gender and racial discrimination, including in its value chain.

Raise awareness and create affirmative policies.

Strengthen the value chain’s understanding of the issue of gender and 
inclusion in business.

Understand how the value chain deals with concerns related to the issue.

AIM

10Search and prior analysis of information about a company. This process is used to establish 
new partnerships in order to assess and mitigate risks of involvement with partners. 

Find out more a: https://fia.com.br/blog/due-diligence/ 
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An added benefit is that being aware of this data can strengthen and facilitate 
consistency in commercial and institutional storytelling. In addition, indicators 
can be generated that support the company’s position in relation to the 
understanding of gender and inclusion. A company whose leaders are mostly 
female or black, for example, can use this to its advantage, positioning itself as a 
more diverse organisation in line with the historical moment we are undergoing.

The Demographics Analysis looks to support MSMEs in consolidating and 
analysing data related to internal demographics by taking a critical look at 
leadership profiles and team diversity. Following the organisation of indicators, 
the company will have inputs to make decisions assertively aiming at:

Providing support tailored to the different needs of a diverse team.

Developing affirmative policies to promote diversity within teams, such as 
hiring, pay and anti-harassment policies, definition of priority audiences, 
career development programs, supplier engagement, etc.

Assigning indicators and targets for desired changes.

Identifying other opportunities.

Constructing commercial and institutional storytelling and reports based on 
data for internal and external audiences.

The collection and consolidation of disaggregated data can be done in a 
variety of ways by the company and its teams. The important thing is that these 
processes are defined, and the standardised method and its use have strategic 
value in the management of the company.

Some good practices for collecting disaggregated data:

Carry out an internal and value chain census. 

Add a request for self-declaration of demographic information in admission/
hiring/partnership forms.

Change internal processes so that this is a recurring practice. 

Once you have the data, complete the worksheet, organise and visualise the 
percentages and quantitative data for each factor and analyse the results. With 
this information, the MSME has the tools to develop its gender and inclusion 
strategy based on data, and combine it with other insights. 

AIM

HOW TO USE THE TOOL
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Considering gender and inclusion in the management strategy 
of MSMEs is a continuous process of paradigm shifts inside 
and outside the organisation. With the application of the tools 
provided in this chapter, companies should be able to:

Collect disaggregated data on gender and inclusion in internal 
demographics.

Use this information to make assertive decisions within 
strategies.

Understand the company’s current scenario in relation to 
gender and inclusion.

Visualise the desired scenario.

Identify implementation or improvement opportunities.

Prioritise activities.

Draw up a work plan.

Encourage your value chain to also integrate this issue into its 
management strategy.

Strengthen institutional and commercial storytelling. 

IN SUMMARY
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GENDER AND INCLUSION 
IN EXPORTATION IN MSMEs 

Support MSMEs in their first exports or related projects, adding the lens of 
inclusion to the process.

Provide guidelines for actions to be developed.

Add value to exported products and services by reporting positive impacts 
and creating commercial storytelling that include gender and inclusion in the 
positioning of the business.

AIMS OF THIS CHAPTER

There is enormous potential for synergy between exportation and diversity 
for those who wish to invest in strengthening their foreign trade strategy. In 
this chapter, the key points for the implementation of practices related to this 
challenge are listed.
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Women are half of the world’s population, but they are still far from achieving 
equal pay and participation in decision-making processes. To change this 
situation, SDG 5 of the UN 2030 Agenda establishes that gender equality is 
not only a basic human right, but crucial for the sustainable development of 
countries. 

In addition to contributing to reducing poverty, promoting health and the well-
being of families, women’s economic empowerment is crucial for the economic 
development of a nation. After all, they play an important role in the economy, 
as consumers, home managers, professionals and entrepreneurs.

The data below, taken from two World Bank studies11,12, shows that there is still a 
long way to go to achieve gender equality in international trade:

Companies which export employ more women. In developing countries, they 
represent 33% of the workforce of exporting companies, as opposed to 24% 
of non-exporting companies.

In Brazil, despite the fact that women are better qualified - in the 25 and 44 
age group, completion of higher education in women is 37.9% higher than 
that of men - they are a minority in the leadership of companies operating in 
international trade at only 36%.

The greater the country’s openness to international trade, the greater the 
level of gender equality. 

When they reach leadership positions, however, women contribute more to 
reducing inequality. Exporting companies that are managed or owned by 
women hire 8% more women than companies run by men.

Their companies, however, tend to pay lower salaries, have less experience, 
and are significantly smaller and less productive. In addition, they are less 
digital, using the internet and email less, or not having their own website. 

Despite participating less in international trade, female-owned businesses 
are leaders in tourism services, such as travel agencies, tour operators, 
hotels and restaurants. In manufacturing, they are ahead in the textile/
clothing, food and beverage, and construction sectors, which are sectors with 
a low level of technology. Both were greatly impacted by the pandemic. 

RELEVANCE OF GENDER EQUALITY IN 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE3.1

11Las mujeres y el comercio: el papel del comercio en la promoción de la igualdad de género. Banco Mundial, 2020. 
Available at: https://www.wto.org/spanish/res_s/publications_s/women_trade_pub2807_s.htm 

12Desafios da Facilitação do Comércio para Mulheres Comerciantes e Despachantes Aduaneiras no Brasil. Banco 
Mundial, 2022. Available at: https://thedocs.worldbank.org/en/doc/482f4f0b9112f018362ac7a44b2cff64-0430012022/related/

WB-Brazil-Gender-Survey-ExecSumm-PORTUGUESE-WEB.pdf 

VComplete English version available at: https://thedocs.worldbank.org/en/
doc/482f4f0b9112f018362ac7a44b2cff64-0430012022/original/WB-Brazil-Gender-Survey-Full-report-ENGLISH-WEB.pdf 
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TO OPEN NEW MARKETS
Seeking sales revenue diversification by expanding the customer base is a 
strategy to reduce risks and widen sources of income. To this end, there are 
specific international markets that value products with a positive impact. 
Investing in gender and inclusion and adding this differential to the product, 
therefore, is a way to further your commercial strategy. 

FOR GREATER PROFESSIONALISM 

To export, the company needs to prepare, professionalise its processes, increase 
its management standards, hire qualified labour and add value to its brand. 
Tracking the chain’s positive impacts and proving them through data points 
helps improve professionalism, as well as boosting confidence with buyers.

TO BENEFIT FROM TAX INCENTIVES
Exporting companies receive tax incentives13 that reduce operating costs (IPI, 
ICMS, COFINS, PIS and IOF).

TO ADAPT TO INTERNATIONAL MARKET DEMANDS
High quality standards and differentials that add value to the product or brand 
are attractive to the international market. A well-implemented gender and 
inclusion strategy can be a relevant competitive differentiator for your business.

1. PLANNING
From the moment the company decides that exporting is a strategy for its 
business, it is necessary to define how to enter the international market: 
direct or indirect exportation (via trading companies).

At this point, it is important to analyse, not only the potential benefits of 
exporting, but also the risks that need to be mitigated, such as errors in 
documentation or inaccurate information. In addition, it is necessary to 
understand if the company has the resilience, availability, time, as well as the 
financial and human resources for this endeavour.

When thinking about gender and inclusion, it is important to understand the 
positive impacts generated by the company within this issue and how they 
can differentiate the business in the market. When assessed by the buying 
public, this added value can be reflected in the final price.

This differential can also be strengthened or established by the value chain, 
through the inclusion of gender and inclusion principles when contracting 
suppliers and service providers.  

2. MARKET RESEARCH
Studying the market is the starting point for exporting. After all, it is essential 
to know which locations and which audiences are most attractive or have the 
greatest potential for a particular product or service. For this research, it is 
recommended to consider:

REASONS TO EXPORT INCLUSIVELY
HOW TO PREPARE TO EXPORT 
WITH A VISION OF GENDER AND 
INCLUSION

3.2 3.3

13Find out more at: : http://siscomex.gov.br/aprendendo-a-exportar/conhecendo-temas-importantes/
outros-temas/desoneracao-tributaria-das-exportacoes/ 
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Most attractive markets.

Legal requirements for exportation.

Barriers and opportunities, such as international trade agreements that 
influence the process, depending on the product.

The product’s NCM code (Mercosul Common Nomenclature - an 8-digit 
code set up by the Brazilian Government to identify the nature of goods).

Target audience, segment and characteristics of potential customers 
(retail or wholesale, end consumer, industry segment, large markets, etc.).

It is also important to research modes of entry into the international market. 
For example, using direct exporting, the company is responsible for carrying 
out the entire exportation process, from contacting the buyer to the final 
conclusion of the sale. Using indirect exporting, an intermediary company 
will do the job of finding buyers in other markets. When operating through 
commercial exporters, they carry out the entire process for the company as 
well as already having international clients. However, the company must bear 
the costs of the operation and, in some cases, it does not know who the final 
buyer is. In both processes, there are advantages and disadvantages that 
must be evaluated by the company.

When exploring markets, check the potential buyers and trade agreements 
that are most sensitive to positive impacts. There are, for example, large 
companies that prioritise small businesses led by women and commercial 
agreements which include the promotion of gender equality and MSMEs, 
such as the one signed between Brazil and Chile.

When reporting positive impacts, it is important to use specific and 
separated data points (gender, race/ethnicity, etc.) to attract buyers who are 
sensitive to different causes.

3. PREPARATION
Now, it is essential to train people on the new exportation process, which differs 
greatly from trade within the domestic market. To do this, it is recommended to:

Sensitise teams on the importance of entering the international market and 
the effort required to implement internal and external changes. 

In the areas most involved in the process, implement a schedule to adapt to 
the criteria required by the international market. Select a team member who 
will be the exportation leader, responsible for internal alignment, process 
monitoring and preparation of the necessary documentation, in addition to 
being the point of contact for service providers involved in the process.

When designing the export support supply chain, a good practice is to 
prioritise suppliers that are equally committed to generating positive 
impacts. One way to do this is by looking for initiatives that bring together 
diverse and inclusive companies, such as women’s networks or organisations 
with inclusive policies. Some examples are  Mulheres no Comex (Women at 
Comex) and the Rede Mulher Empreendedora (Women Entrepreneur Network).

Create a narrative of positive impact to engage buyers, bringing visibility and 
making the product more attractive and distinctive. It is essential to reflect 
this narrative in the company’s media (website, social networks, etc.).

Another alternative is to participate in conferences and business 
roundtables focused on the segment or product that the company intends 
to offer to the international market. Institutions such as Apex, Sebrae and 
other industry bodies support this type of initiative. In addition to a leaflet 
or catalogue in English, it is important to prepare a quick sales pitch that 
introduces the company and, above all, its differentials.
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Check if your operation can obtain highly regarded certifications in the 
international market, which are considered differentials:

FLO: Fairtrade Labelling Organisations International

WFTO: World Fair Trade Organisation

SPP: Small Producers Certification System

Certifications for organic products such as ECOCERT14

UEBT: Union of Bioethical Trade

14Find out more at: : http://siscomex.gov.br/aprendendo-a-exportar/conhecendo-temas-importantes/
certificacoes/conheca-algumas-certificacoes/certificacao-de-organicos/ 

Register the company on Siscomex Radar, a Brazilian exports and imports 
system that gathers information about the process, as well as people  
and entities. 

Check the requirements applied to your product according to the NCM 
Code and the country to which it will be exported (such as licences  
and certificates).

Price products for the international market, considering Incoterms 
(International Commercial Terms) and other costs related to exports, such 
as packaging, bank fees, brokers, customs, transport, etc. If the company 
generates positive impacts as a differential (such as advancing diversity 
and social inclusion) or has recognized certifications that add value to the 
product, it is time to consider them in pricing.

Prepare documentation related to processes such as a Commercial Invoice, 
Packing List, Bill of Lading, Certificate of Origin (if any) and a Phytosanitary 
Certificate (if necessary).

Complete the Single Export Declaration (DU-E) - an online document used 
in Brazil, based on the WCO Data Model, for the registration of an export 
declaration - through Siscomex, with the support of a professional customs 
broker. The DU-E will gather all information related to commercial, financial, 
foreign exchange and tax processes of the operation.

Monitor the product journey until it reaches the buyer.

HOW TO START EXPORTING3.4
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CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THE 
EXPORT AND IMPORT CANVAS

This tool was developed to support MSMEs that are new to the world of 
international trade. It is easy to fill in, which will make the company more confident 
about what needs to be done to make its first sale on the international market.

 Based on agile methodologies, this tool helps to understand the process, 
providing direction and guidance, in addition to being a visual and live map of 
each step to be accomplished.

The tool aims to guide the company through what needs to be completed to start 
exporting or importing.

The tool can be completed in one go or throughout the development of 
exportation operations. The fields are self-explanatory and reflect the process 
described in this chapter for implementing an international trade strategy.

AIM

HOW TO USE IT

TOOL FOR SUPPORT: EXPORT 
AND IMPORT CANVAS3.5
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Exporting inclusively is a way to guarantee more MSME 
participation in international trade, growing their markets and 
income. Increasing the global participation of Brazilian companies, 
especially those led by women, is also a way to reduce inequalities, 
comply with international standards and boost the visibility of 
Brazilian products in other countries.

An understanding of gender and inclusion in exportation 
processes comes as a consequence of developing this vision in 
the management strategy and operations of MSMEs. With these 
advances, it is possible to take advantage of the competitive 
advantages they provide.

By applying the guidelines and tools provided in this chapter, 
companies should be able to:

Explore retail markets sensitive to gender and inclusion.

Create and communicate narratives that value the positive 
impacts generated by the company’s activity.

Report data that validates these impacts. 

Find suppliers aligned and sensitive to the issue and that add 
value to the brand, company and product.

IN SUMMARY
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GENDER AND 
INCLUSION IN 
CONTENT PRODUCTION

This chapter aims to support MSMEs in their content production initiatives that 
consider gender, diversity and inclusion. They can be printed or virtual booklets, 
audio messages, posts for social networks, long or short videos, online classes, 
webinars or any type of material that conveys a message from your company. 

In practice, this is a guide to the production of these materials. After all, gender, 
diversity and inclusion must be taken into account throughout the content 
development process.

This guide seeks to support teams both in the production and review of 
materials already developed, bringing an inclusive transversal lens to all points 
of interaction with their different stakeholders.

In Portuguese, nouns, adjectives and articles can be masculine or feminine. 
The language norms dictate that, when referring to groups of men and women, 
these words should assume the masculine form. Therefore, some gender related 
suggestions in this chapter may not apply to readers of the English version of 
this guide.

A NOTE FOR THE ENGLISH VERSION 
OF THIS PUBLICATION:
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Guiding questions can contribute to content planning that takes gender and 
inclusion perspectives into account. These are questions that aim to trigger 
critical thinking within the team, bringing things that often go unnoticed to light. 
The suggestion is that the team goes through the questions before starting the 
production of any content. 

CONTENT PLANNING4.1

For this first step, the objective is to take a wider look at the environments in which 
the materials and their contents are conceived. How diverse is the team involved? 
Are there men and women, and if so, are they both heard equally? What are the 
profiles of the members who carry out these jobs? Which social class is most 
present in the stages of creation? Are there black or indigenous people, people of 
different origins, regions, backgrounds and realities?  

The easiest and most powerful way to introduce the perspective of gender, 
diversity and inclusion is to form diverse teams.

This helps to increase the diversity of ideas, adherence to different realities and 
the evaluation of points that would otherwise be left out.

As part of business management strategies and initiatives, it is important 
to understand who the different target audiences are for the content being 
produced, and how to meet their different expectations. A company can, 
for example, develop content to train teams on ways to engage suppliers, 
including posts for social networks, articles for the press, presentations for 
customers, etc. What adaptations must be made for material to meet the 
expectations of different stakeholders? Is the material’s audience somehow 
represented in the company? 

Often, the team’s job is to act as an interpreter, or even a bridge, between 
different worlds and realities. This provides the opportunity to implement, 
in practice, the variety of interests and expectations. 

In the same way that a diverse team enhances the view of diversity and inclusion, 
the participation of the different actors involved in the initiative and company 
also guarantees the development of materials that are better suited to its 
audience and that reflect a diverse reality!

WHERE DID THE IDEA TO PRODUCE 
THE CONTENT COME FROM? 

WHO WILL THE CONTENT BE PRODUCED FOR?
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Before developing a new initiative, it is necessary to identify differences in the 
context into which the initiative will be implemented – whether based on race 
and colour roles, gender, age group or social class, among others. The following 
example clarifies the reason for taking this care.

Company X is supporting a Quilombola community (an Afro-Brazilian community 
descended from black people, who escaped and resisted slavery, living in 
collective lands) in structuring an association and developing cultural activities. 
In the context of this initiative, do women and men perform different tasks? And 
people of different ages? What races and colours are present in this area and 
how do they deal with racial and/or ancestry issues? These issues are important 
because being a descendant of a Quilombola community does not make a 
person see themselves as a Quilombola. This means that, even if we intend to 
value and promote a positive view of this ancestry, we should not address these 
people as Quilombolas. After all, what matters is how people understand each 
other, because that is what they are! 

Paying attention to this from the beginning of an initiative provides important 
tools for designing activities and aligning discourse with all partners. In 
addition, it helps the team to think about how the content can promote greater 
diversity and representation among its audience, reducing inequalities and 
discrimination or, at least, not reinforcing them.

WHAT IS THE CONTEXT OF THE COMPANY’S 
GENDER, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION INITIATIVE?

After reflecting on the three questions above, it is time to start thinking about 
the scope of the material that will be developed.

CONTENT DESIGN 4.2

Does it serve everyone involved in the company/initiative? Or is it focused on 
an activity performed, for example, mainly by men? Does the initiative/company 
include or ignore women in the community? Look at some examples:

If the initiative aims to support productive development for income generation, 
it is worth paying attention to the different ways in which men and women 
generate income in a given context and look to develop material that is useful 
to both. 

If the initiative works with placement or professional training, it is worth paying 
attention to the barriers in the job market that black people, indigenous 
people and all non-white people suffer more or less intensely. To be inclusive, 
this type of racism and its impacts should not be treated as a ‘challenge’ to be 
overcome.

When the material is actually focused on some activity or interest of a specific 
group, it is important that this is explicit among the parties involved in the 
initiative/company, while considering the possibility of developing other materials 
that serve the other groups. 

Don’t fall into the trap of thinking your content is neutral. If the initiative can be 
evaluated as ‘neutral’, it is perhaps because it is reproducing or even intensifying 
current inequalities and violence.

WHAT IS YOUR CONTENT GOING TO BE ABOUT? 
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Having defined the most appropriate scope for the gender and diversity 
perspective to be included, the next step is to define the language that will be 
used in the material. 

LANGUAGE 4.3

To properly convey a message, it is essential that it be easily understood by the 
audience. For this, the language must be adapted to the target audience of the 
material. This is also a way to make your content more inclusive.

In Brazil, the official language is Portuguese - it is good to remember that 
Portuguese is the language resulting from colonisation, which, even though it 
has incorporated several influences and words of indigenous and African origin, 
excludes hundreds of other languages that our native peoples spoke and still 
speak! Also, we need to remember that even though we officially speak the same 
language, it is not exactly the same across the country. There are at least two 
important points to note:

REGIONALISMS

In Brazil there are different dialects and colloquialisms depending on the 
region. For example, there are 3 words for mosquito and there are various 
words for ice pop. In addition to different expressions, there are also 
differences between the official language and the variations spoken on the 
streets, in the fields or on the riverbanks.

This does not mean that you should, for example, produce a booklet that has 
language errors. But it is possible to adapt the language so that the reading is 
more fluid and understandable for different realities.

HOW TO SPEAK YOUR AUDIENCE’S LANGUAGE

If this point is relevant to your content, you can use audio or video, 
for example, through which there is more freedom to deliver natural 
communication and help connect with people.

ANGLICISMS

English words can be very common, understandable and appropriate in some 
contexts, but they can also make the content less inclusive for those who have 
not had access to learning another language. In most cases, these people are 
precisely part of the marginalised groups that the company/initiative wants to 
include.

English terms like ‘budget’, ‘brainstorming’ and ‘feedback’, which are used 
in Brazil, are not necessarily understandable for everyone, and there are 
Portuguese equivalents that can be used in these situations.

The words to be used, words to be avoided, the way of expressing yourself, and 
the level of formality or colloquialism depend on several factors related to the 
content’s audience. For example:

The region.

Location (rural, suburbs, central).

Age.

Level of education.

Job types.

Social class.

Here, once again, having a diverse team that counts on the participation of 
people who have the profile of the audience for whom the material is intended 
is a valuable tool!
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The norms of the Portuguese language determine the gender inflection of some 
words, meaning that nouns, adjectives and articles can be masculine or feminine. 
In a group formed exclusively by women, we can say, for example: 

‘Bem-vindas’ (welcome) - ‘Vindas’ ends with ‘as’ indicating the welcoming  
of women.

‘Vocês todas estão atentas’ (You are all attentive/aware) - Again, using ‘as’: 
‘todas’ (all) and ‘atentas’ (attentive/aware) are used to address women only.

‘Elas são associadas’ (They are associates) - Once again we can see the 
feminine version of ‘they’ and ‘associates’.

According to the rule, it is enough for just one man to enter a group of women 
for all the example sentences to be changed to the masculine gender. However, 
thinking from a point of view of inclusion, we can ask: why do women feel 
represented with the term ‘bem-vindos’ (‘welcome’ with a masculine inflection) and 
a man does not feel represented with a ‘bem-vindas’ (‘welcome’ with a feminine 
inflection)? Why not opt for an equivalent expression, such as ‘boas-vindas a 
todas as pessoas’ (welcome everyone)? In this way, everyone can feel represented 
and equally included. In addition, there are people who do not identify with either 
gender. 

Thinking about all these differences will depend on the language to be used and, 
also, the means of communication to be used. In general, it can be said that the 
less formal the communication, the less we need to stick to the traditional norms 
of the language.

GENERIC TERMS

The use of generic words and terms, which do not vary according to the gender 
of individuals they refer to, is a key point for more inclusive texts. ‘People’, for 
example, are always people, regardless of gender. The same goes for words like 
‘group’ and ‘board’. Here are some examples:

WITH GENDER
‘os participantes’ / ‘as participantes’ 

the participants

‘associados/cooperados’ / 
‘associadas/cooperadas’  

associates 

‘todos’ / ‘todas’  
all

‘os meninos’ / ‘as meninas’ 
the boys / the girls

‘o coordenador’ / ‘a coordenadora’  
the coordinator

‘os presentes na formação’ 
those present at the training

NO GENDER
‘o grupo’ / ‘as pessoas no evento’ 
the group / the people at the event

‘as pessoas associadas’ / ‘os membros 
da cooperativa/associação’ 
the associated people / the members 
of the cooperative/association

‘pessoal’ / ‘todo mundo’ 
personnel/folks / everyone

‘as crianças’ 
the children

‘a coordenação da equipe’ 
the coordination of the team

‘quem está presente na formação’ / 
‘as pessoas presentes’ 
who is present at the training / the 
people present

HOW TO INCLUDE PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT GENDERS

WORD GENDER TRANSFORMATION 

The following alternative is not consensual, but it has been increasingly used and 
can be useful in communicating with some groups and in some types of content. 
The transformation consists of changing the gender of the word using the letter 
‘e’ or ‘x’ (especially the letter ‘e’). See some examples:

‘Todes’ or ‘Todxs’ (instead of ‘todas’ or ‘todos’).

‘Associades’ and ‘cooperades’.

‘Elu’ (instead of ‘ele’ /he or ‘ela’ /she). This is used mainly with non-binary 
people, people who do not identify with the masculine or feminine genders.

As with Anglicisms, this resource can be used in specific contexts, as it is not 
common throughout the whole of Brazil and might cause confusion and 
distancing.
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USE OF THE FEMININE AND MASCULINE AT THE SAME TIME

Another option is to repeat the words in both genders so that everyone feels 
represented. This strategy works well when the text is spoken (video, audio or talk, 
for example).

When putting words in order, it is worth giving preference to the feminine gender, 
as in the following examples:

Bem-vindas e bem-vindos - ‘welcome and welcome’ in Portuguese putting the 
female version first.

As associadas e os associados / as empreendedoras e os empreendedores - 
‘the associates / the employees’ putting the female version first.

Desejamos a todas e todos… - ‘we wish everyone…’ again putting the female 
version first.

As adolescentes e os adolescentes. - ‘the teenagers’ again putting the female 
version first.

As mães e os pais. - ‘the mothers and the fathers’.

BOTH GENDERS IN THE SAME WORD

In texts (booklets, emails, messages, materials for classes, etc.), it is possible to 
specify both genders in the same word. The rule of giving preference to the female 
gender applies here as well. For example:

Associadas(os) - ‘Associates’

Agricultoras(es) - ‘Farmers’

Tomadoras(es) de crédito - ‘Borrowers’

Funcionária(o) - ‘Workers’

It is interesting to note that similar developments have been happening in other 
languages. In English, for example, it is very common to use ‘they’ for a non-
specific individual. For example, ‘We need a new Marketing Manager and they 
need to have experience in social media’. There are other changes like saying 
‘policeperson/police officer’ (not ‘policeman’), ‘chairperson’ (not ‘chairman’), etc.

Everything that is communicated, both the content itself and its form, is the result 
of a construction impregnated by cultural, historical, social factors; everything 
that characterises a society. 

The violence and segregation of some groups are part of this construction, which 
is why it is so important to avoid certain expressions in the production of content. 
There are, for example, expressions originating from the period of slavery, sexist, 
ableist and LGBT-phobic expressions that, for a long time, were common, but that, 
with social transformations, are falling into disuse.

Take a look at the sites below in which some of these words are explained. In them, 
you can understand their origins as well as the reasons why we should abandon 
them and use equivalent expressions without negative connotations.

HOW TO AVOID RACIST, ABLEIST AND 
LGBTPHOBIC EXPRESSIONS, AMONG OTHERS

RACISTRACIST

Geledes: 18 expressões racistas que você usa sem saber

Carta Capital: Dez expressões racistas que você precisa parar 
de falar imediatamente

12 expressões racistas e homofóbicas para evitar no trabalho
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https://www.geledes.org.br/18-expressoes-racistas-que-voce-usa-sem-saber/
https://www.cartacapital.com.br/sociedade/dez-expressoes-racistas-que-voce-precisa-parar-de-falar-imediatamente/
https://www.cartacapital.com.br/sociedade/dez-expressoes-racistas-que-voce-precisa-parar-de-falar-imediatamente/
https://invest.exame.com/invest/12-expressoes-racistas-e-homofobicas-para-evitar-no-trabalho


ABLEISTABLEIST

Revista Trip: Oito expressões capacitistas

Terra: Oito expressões capacitistas para tirar do vocabulário seu e 
das crianças

SEXISTSEXIST

BBC: Onze coisas que as mulheres não aguentam mais ouvir no Brasil 
(e por quê)

Hypeness: Um glossário educativo contra o machismo em expressões 
populares

LGBTPHOBICLGBTPHOBIC

Marie Claire: Não parece, mas é homofobia - 20 frases que ofendem e 
devem ser abolidas

Portal Ciee: Palavras que ofendem - Termos homofóbicos para 
pararmos de usar já

Exame: 12 expressões racistas e homofóbicas para evitar no trabalho

Hypeness: Frases homofóbicas que você precisa tirar agora do seu 
vocabulário

WEIGHT STIGMAWEIGHT STIGMA

Geledes: 18 expressões gordofóbicas para desconstruir agora, 
imediatamente, já

Revista Glamour: 12 expressões gordofóbicas para tirar do vocabulário

Exclusion and violence against marginalised groups can be blatant, but more 
often than not, they are subtle. Therefore, it is also important to pay attention 
to the examples and images we use and also to the people who appear in the 
content produced. Ensuring greater representation and avoiding stereotypes 
can facilitate communication with your target audience and help them identify 
with your message. Here are some tips!

EXAMPLES, ILLUSTRATIONS,  
IMAGES AND PEOPLE4.4

Content and writing are very important in the production of inclusive and 
diverse materials, but it is also necessary to think about the representativeness 
of illustrations and the people who lend their voice, image and credibility to  
the content, such as facilitators, teachers, specialists, announcers and 
actresses/actors.

Does the content represent the diversity of the population I am targeting? Do 
the illustrations or the people that appear in the photos or videos, for example, 
represent the diversity of the country, which includes women, young people, 
the elderly, black people, indigenous people, people with disabilities and 
overweight people?

If we don’t pay attention to this, the materials will continue to reproduce  
mostly images of what society understands as ‘standard’.

Speaking specifically of the people who will communicate or facilitate the content, 
it is necessary to remember: women and black people, for example, must occupy 
spaces and represent subjects that are not usually led by them. In calling them 
into these contexts, we are breaking a way of thinking of roles and issues by 
gender and race, and building a reality in which the different can exist and 
represent wherever and whatever they want. 

REPRESENTATIVENESS
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https://revistatrip.uol.com.br/trip/webstories/8-expressoes-capacitistas
https://www.terra.com.br/vida-e-estilo/8-expressoes-capacitistas-para-tirar-do-vocabulario-seu-e-das-criancas,5037ed603e4e5b34973b8b3d8e679ceagee479d9.html
https://www.terra.com.br/vida-e-estilo/8-expressoes-capacitistas-para-tirar-do-vocabulario-seu-e-das-criancas,5037ed603e4e5b34973b8b3d8e679ceagee479d9.html
https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-36522791
https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-36522791
https://www.hypeness.com.br/2020/07/um-glossario-educativo-contra-o-machismo-em-expressoes-populares/
https://www.hypeness.com.br/2020/07/um-glossario-educativo-contra-o-machismo-em-expressoes-populares/
https://revistamarieclaire.globo.com/Comportamento/noticia/2019/06/nao-parece-mas-e-homofobia-20-frases-que-ofendem-e-devem-ser-abolidas.html
https://revistamarieclaire.globo.com/Comportamento/noticia/2019/06/nao-parece-mas-e-homofobia-20-frases-que-ofendem-e-devem-ser-abolidas.html
https://portal.ciee.org.br/diversos/palavras-que-ofendem-termos-homofobicos-para-pararmos-de-usar-ja/
https://portal.ciee.org.br/diversos/palavras-que-ofendem-termos-homofobicos-para-pararmos-de-usar-ja/
https://invest.exame.com/invest/12-expressoes-racistas-e-homofobicas-para-evitar-no-trabalho
https://www.hypeness.com.br/2021/06/11-frases-homofobicas-que-voce-precisa-tirar-agora-do-seu-vocabulario/
https://www.hypeness.com.br/2021/06/11-frases-homofobicas-que-voce-precisa-tirar-agora-do-seu-vocabulario/
https://www.geledes.org.br/18-expressoes-gordofobicas-para-desconstruir-agora-imediatamente-ja/
https://www.geledes.org.br/18-expressoes-gordofobicas-para-desconstruir-agora-imediatamente-ja/
https://revistaglamour.globo.com/Lifestyle/noticia/2020/09/12-expressoes-gordofobicas-para-tirar-do-vocabulario.html


In this final stage of content production, we will look at how to disseminate and 
distribute inclusively. 

PUBLISHING AND DISTRIBUTION4.5

From the start, the target audience’s literacy should be considered. If there is 
a considerable level of illiteracy, it is necessary to plan the adaptation of the 
content and its format so that everyone can understand the message.

Even if only some of the audience is illiterate, here are some ways to ensure these 
people are included:

When the material is mainly composed of texts, such as a guide or a booklet, 
the use of photos, illustrations, infographics and highlighted keywords can be 
a way to make the information more visual. This can help people with different 
levels of formal education.

When the content is delivered through workshops or face-to-face/virtual 
classes, it is necessary to reflect. Can people who are illiterate or with an 
elementary reading level manage to follow the activity? Does the publication, 
or any other support materials, have relevant images? Are the activities 
proposed in the workshop adapted for people who do not know or do not feel 
comfortable writing?

ILLITERACY

‘Stereotype’ can be defined as a generalised belief about a type of person.

Stereotypes can be very subtle and harmful to inclusive communication. Here 
are some points to pay attention to:

Women are mentioned and portrayed (in illustrations, images or actresses) 
in domestic, family, aesthetic, emotional or sensitive situations. Men, on the 
other hand, are cited and portrayed in situations related to business, money, 
sports and rationality. This reinforces the gender stereotype in which men 
and women have defined places and activities according to their gender.

Just like stereotypes of men and women, black and indigenous people must 
be present and represented in different positions and roles,  
involving representativeness of leaders and positions of power occupied by 
these groups.

STEREOTYPES 
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Build a diverse team.

Promote diversity at each stage of content production: from 
stage one to the final publication, going through steps between, 
such as graphic production.

Produce content that is useful and accessible to the most 
vulnerable populations too. Remember there is no such thing as 
neutral content.

Bring more diversity to your language! Pay attention to 
regionalisms, avoid English words, rethink language gender 
rules and eliminate violent and loaded expressions.

Diversity and inclusion must also be present in the 
communication team and content assistance, as well as in the 
illustrations and examples. Don’t reinforce stereotypes.

Spaces, whether physical or virtual, are visited differently by 
different groups. To ensure your content is accessible to a 
diverse audience, create a diverse outreach strategy. 

IN SUMMARY
When the content distribution strategy involves communication in physical or 
virtual locations, it is important to remember that sociodemographic variables, 
such as gender, ethnicity, age, marital status, income and occupation impact the 
places that people frequent.

People of different generations, genders and income groups use technologies 
and social networks in different ways and different amounts, with greater or lesser 
ease, as well as visit different locations at different times. Identifying the audience 
in each location and creating a different dissemination strategy is, therefore, a 
way to broaden the audience that will come into contact with your content.

PLACES AND SPACES
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TOOL BOX

TEM QUE TER
The first Brazilian image bank focused on LGBTI+ representativeness.
http://www.temqueter.org/

YOUNG GIFTED AND BLACK
Stock images of black women.
https://ygb.black/?fbclid=IwAR04neLvyBTOPulDo-QxzIdodwBfDa8NZxhM8bS6tkx
WPWyI4sapFBfgC7o

BEAUTIFUL PHOTOS OF BLACK AND BROWN PEOPLE, FOR FREE
https://nappy.co/

THE GENDER SPECTRUM COLLECTION
Stock Photos Beyond the Binary.
https://genderphotos.vice.com/

To assist in the development of content, we have provided a toolbox with 
suggestions for image banks as well as further content for reference sources. 

YOUTUBE

NATH FINANÇAS
This channel was created to teach financial education in an easy and practical 
way for those who have never studied or do not understand the subject.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmhzmQBdXP9TeRtpQ-iWSPg

CRISTIAN WARIU TSEREMEY’WA
In his YouTube videos, Cristian shares knowledge about contemporary 
indigenous culture.
https://www.youtube.com/c/Wariu

KAÊ GUAJAJARA
Guajajara singer and songwriter, Kaê shares her songs on YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPDzROKhAef64slf-vptTrA

TIKTOK

@CUNHAPORANGA_OFICIAL
Channel on TikTok in which Maira Gomez, an indigenous person, shares her 
routine and information about her culture.
https://www.tiktok.com/@cunhaporanga_oficial

STOCK IMAGES

CONTENT SUGGESTIONS
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http://www.temqueter.org/
https://ygb.black/?fbclid=IwAR04neLvyBTOPulDo-QxzIdodwBfDa8NZxhM8bS6tkxWPWyI4sapFBfgC7o
https://ygb.black/?fbclid=IwAR04neLvyBTOPulDo-QxzIdodwBfDa8NZxhM8bS6tkxWPWyI4sapFBfgC7o
https://nappy.co/
https://genderphotos.vice.com/ 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmhzmQBdXP9TeRtpQ-iWSPg
https://www.youtube.com/c/Wariu
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPDzROKhAef64slf-vptTrA
https://www.tiktok.com/@cunhaporanga_oficial?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc


INSTAGRAM

@VANDAWITOTO
Mainly present on Instagram, academic, activist and indigenous Vanda shares 
her culture.
https://www.instagram.com/vandawitoto/

@KAMIKIAKISEDJE
Instagram profile of the photographer and filmmaker focused on environmental 
and indigenous issues.
https://www.instagram.com/kamikiakisedje/

PAPO AFRO
Literature. Black protagonism. Writings. Producing dialogues about black 
experiences.
https://www.instagram.com/papo.afro

AFRICANIZE OFICIAL
Content Creator about Black issues.
https://www.instagram.com/africanizeoficial/

FACEBOOK

ENTREVISTE UM NEGRO
Database that connects black professionals to communicator.
https://www.facebook.com/entrevisteumnegro/

LEVANTE NEGRO
Informative collective. Its main form of communication is through thematic 
content, such as the distribution of the work of black professionals from 
different areas of knowledge.
https://www.facebook.com/LevanteNegro/

WEB PAGE:

MUNDO NEGRO
Content about black people in Brazil.
https://mundonegro.inf.br/
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This material was designed to support MSMEs to reflect and develop their 
gender and inclusion strategies through practical tools that make up a diverse 
toolbox. These tools can be used together and at different moments and in 
different processes of the organisation.

The different lenses of gender and inclusion reported in this publication reflect 
the plurality of contexts in which having an inclusive approach can be relevant 
to your company and organisation. This approach can make your processes, 
policies and routines more aligned with global corporate diversity trends, and so 
make your business more efficient and competitive. 

The lenses of gender and inclusion are transversal in business strategy and are 
in constant development, following social changes and current times in society. 
They are developed in layers and continuously.

Therefore, it is extremely important that your company and your team are 
always aware of these changes and always reassess what needs to be improved. 
During the implementation of this strategy, it can be noted that different areas 
of the business begin to be influenced by these perspectives. In addition, the 
transversality of the issue raises new demands, and so new projects within this 
context can be implemented, always keeping this issue alive and up to date.

Finally, it is also important to point out that your company’s strategy also 
influences your supply chain, your customers and the market. Therefore, being 
an inclusive company inspires, sets an example and demystifies this paradigm 
shift beyond its own operation. We understand that, in this way, MSMEs that 
apply a gender and inclusion perspective to their strategy also contribute to the 
development of a more just, ethical and equitable world. 

CONCLUSION
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